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The year is 1870 in the fictional town of Socartes, Spain. 
 

A 16-year-old girl named Marianela struggles to live a life with happiness,
sleeping between two baskets in the home of Señor and Señora Ana Centeño. 

 

The man she guides throughout Socartes, an optimistic blind man named Pablo
Penáguilas, expresses his love for her, and so does Marianela.

 

Despite This, Pablo is given a life-changing opportunity by don Teodoro Golfín.
 

However, this opportunity could be at the cost of Marianela's life. 
 

Marianela, though, is given a life-changing opportunity of her own: to escape
Socartes with her foster brother Celipín.

 

Florentina, Pablo’s cousin visiting socartes, battles her father, Manuel, on
what it means to be a woman of society. 

 

Manuel, don Carlos (Teodoro’s brother), Sofía (Carlos’ wife), don francisco
(Pablo’s father), don Teodoro, and all of the characters bring about

conversations on idealism versus materialism, social class politics, adoption
reform, and mental health. 

 

Their story is an uplifting musical tragedy on love, opportunity, and change: 
La Nela De Socartes. 



act one
SCene One: in the north of Spain near socartes

 
On Straight on (don TeodorO)

 
I WOuld not be me (PAblO)

 
They Say (Marianela, don TEODORO) 

 
Scene TWO: at the Centeño house

 
ONe of the greats (JUst you wait) (CELIPín)

 
Scene Three: at the countryside

 
Flowers and the sea (MARIANELA, PABLO)

 
Scene four: at la trascava

 
Always day (MARIANELA, PABLO) 

 
Scene five: later that evening at la trascava

 
It's a shame (don teodoro, don Carlos, sofía)

 
A Little MOre Normal (don Francisco)

 
Scene six: at The Centeño house

 
Between These Baskets (MARIANELA)



act two
SCene seven: the next morning at the centeño house

 
what is this feeling? (Marianela)

 
Scene Eight: The penáguilas house

 
Scene nine: At the countryside

 
something to call her own (Florentina)

 
comforting song (Pablo)

 
Scene Ten: during the operation throughout socartes

 
I will / vow / did you hear the news? (Pablo, florentina,

don Teodoro, don Carlos, sofía, Marianela)
 

Scene eleven: at The Centeño house
 

Scene twelve: at la trascava
 

goodbye for now (celipín)
 

the edge (Marianela)
 

mother-father Figure (don Teodoro)
 

scene thirteen: Inside the penáguilas house
 

death, it takes (don Teodoro, Pablo, florentina,
Marianela)

 
curtain call: 

 
Epilogue song (Pablo, don teodoro, florentina, Marianela,

don Carlos, don francisco, celipín, Sofía)
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"every actor and
video editor rose to

the occasion."

"congratulations!
it's a touching
piece of work."

"congratulations on
putting something this
ambitious t0gether.” 

 "it was truly a
captivating musical

experience.” 

"la nela de socartes
is something I had

never seen before.” 

"beautiful and
immaculate music” 

"loved the
eclectic
casting.”

"the story is a
turn for the
heart strings." 

"you did something my
entire theater

program couldn't do.”

"this show has
massive

potential." 

audience reactions

audience reactions are from the 2020 virtual premiere of la nela de socartes



hello, and thank you for having La nela de socartes as part of your
Edinburgh festival fringe entertainment.

 
our musical's journey began in 2017, and over 3.5 years, we developed Benito

pérez galdós' story into an uplifting tragedy on love, opportunity, and
change, first premiering in November 2020 as nekrasovas' senior capstone

project with the college of performing arts at rowan university.
 

never could we have imagined a global pandemic causing theatres to shut
down, productions to halt, and in our show's case, pivot virtually.

 
despite this obstacle, what our entire company created is not just a new

virtual musical.
 

it is our pride and joy, the culmination of 3.5 years of development, our
theatrical debut, and just the beginning of our musical's journey towards

the stage and beyond. 
 

enjoy the show, and Don't forget to show yourself love.
 

Greggory nekrasovas and massimiliano cicio
 

creators, la nela de Socartes 

Facebook and instagram:
@lanelamusical

 
Website:

www.laneladesocartes.com
 

email:
Nekrasovascicioarts@gmail.com


